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THE SENATE

BUT State of New York NOT Included.
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New York NOT Included. Also, NOTICE that this page was given an appearance as
though it were like the same page printed for the House of Representatives, shown below,
however the top part of this page was created by the same printing company named on
the previous page, which corresponding “House” page below has the same “Outline
Font,” but its following page, similar to this page, does Not. Note the “Outline Font,” not
a font used for this official purpose, March 4, 1789, hence the dates, 1820 and 1826
respectively, instead. The idea that it should be made to look similar to that of the House
Journal, in order to give rise to and sustain the Fraudulent claim that both Houses had
recognized the proposed Constitution for any official purpose, is grounds to link the 1820
Senate Journal Fraud to the Frauds committed March 4, 1789 to April 30, 1789.
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To a total of 12, not 14, alleged Senators, New York NOT Included.
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To a total of 8, not 14, alleged Senators, New York NOT Included.
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To a total of 8, not 14, alleged Senators, New York NOT Included.
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New York NOT Included.

Only 1 “Senator” from Massachusetts, Virginia,
Georgia. Due Election of 2 Senators by uniform same time acting / voting by actual State
Legislature – Art. I, Section 3, Clause 1 ? Or Just 1 Only somehow “Appointed” going
around a true legislature, under the “authority” of the Continental Congress / former
Politicians in Power instead? Also, No South Carolina, Maryland either. Must have been
terrible rains in those days for those particular States. Or had the resistance of New York
to the ongoing Constitution Frauds therein started to spread?
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New York NOT Included. Plus, noting that a “Treasury Board” has
already been created on April 6, 1789, with funds to allocate therein, but as
of yet no form of Article I, Section 8, Clause 1 Revenue having yet been
authorized, the “one hundred dollars” mentioned therein could have been
provided payment for – ONLY by way of Constitution[al] FRAUD, again.
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New York NOT Included.
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State of New York NOT Included. NOTE That on April 27th, a Chaplain has
been appointed by the 2 “Houses” for “the Congress. But How could that be Lawfully
done in the face of Article VI, Clause 3’s “No Religious Test?” One wonders whose
religion wasn’t being tested there? Also, for the violation of Article I, Section 7, Clause 3?
Both Houses acting requires President to concur, or be overridden. No President. Not to
mention The Clause 18 TEST itself, even if not known by that term.
But on April 28, we see that a bill is introduced titled “An act to regulate the time and
manner of administering certain oaths,” and realize, officially again, that NONE of the
“Senators” had uttered a single word swearing Allegiance to the proposed Constitution and
NOT to the Continental Congress that was their True Benefactor. For NONE of them were
TOLD that they had to actually read the proposed Constitution At All – just follow the
directions of the political leaders of the Continental Congress, and everything would be
“alright.” No accountability, no liability. (NO Eligibility) Anything goes. Just the way
the Continental Congress had been conducting its own affairs for years. That explains their
Fraudulent act of April 27, 1789, as well as many others.
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State of New York NOT Included.
Here we see that Chief Justice Robert R. Livingston has now been Elevated, or Nobilized, to
Chancellor of New York. A Chancellor by definition is: “the secretary of a nobleman, prince, or
king; a Roman Catholic priest heading the office in which diocesan business is transacted and
recorded.” Chancellor Robert R. Livingston has just proclaimed for the new alleged President:
“long live [the King] George Washington, [his Highness the] President of the United States.”
On May 14, 1789, the alleged Senate, as a matter of the report of its 9th Instant Committee,
actually proposed the idea that President George Washington should be referred to as “his
Highness the President,” symbolizing the nobility of a King. Had any of those in such 9th Instant
Committee actually read the proposed Constitution at all, they would never have even considered
such an idea, to propose to the alleged Senate floor for further debate.
The proposal to refer to George Washington as “his Highness” exhibiting the very nature or
disposition of certain of those in UnLawful Power, was not immediately denied for
UnConstitution[ality], but was only tabled for the time, to be take up at a later time, when it was
actually “debated.” Even though it lost in debate, the use of such a concept, in the face of Article
I, Section 9, Clause 8, was open Contempt of Constitution, to say the least of it.
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State of New York NOT Included. Finding on May 4, 1789, exists the continued
proposal for “An Act to regulate the time and manner of administering certain oaths,” but it is the next
paragraph and line that grabs our attention, for it smacks of a Cover Up By Diversion of the misuse of the
words, “before the United States in Congress Assembled” in replacement of the “Continental Congress,” or
the “Congress of the Confederation,” which were portrayed in the Betraying Second Session – called by
persons not loudly boasted or known, in legal history, to have done same – September 17, 1787. Now, this
Act would connect the two terms together – to complete the misdirection caused September 17, 1787, 2nd
Session, by connecting that sad, betraying occasion to the alleged Congress now making its equally
betraying appearance of May 4, 1789, replacing the one with the other, to make them indistinguishable one
from the other, or Hiding The Truth– the general practice of all those who commit Fraud in the name of
rightness, or justice, or alleged law.
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State of New York NOT Included.

Here, on June 3, 1789, the alleged Senate finally gets
around to the Constitution requisite of taking the oath as set forth for them in Article VI, Clause 3 of the
proposed Constitution. But as revealed elsewhere within this Exhibited Evidence, the first one to do the
swearing in (the person of John Langdon) of the alleged Vice President is entirely ineligible (had no evident
eligibility under any cognizable actual law {this is NOT an “Inherent Right or Power or one of “Natural Law”},
not having of his own accord, taken the same oath first before administering same) to swear the said alleged Vice
President into – any lawful office at all. Consequently, the swearing in of the alleged Vice President not being
by lawful due process, none of those alleged “members of the Senate” that such alleged Vice President did swear
in, inclusive of John Langdon himself, sworn right back by the alleged Vice President, was of a valid, lawful
consequence; on those who act in the anarchy of men and not under the Jurisprudence of Law would assert less.
Thus, those alleged members that Langdon was to “swear in” at later times had no more validity for being so
sworn in than did the authority than the person of John Langdon himself had, at any time from March 4, 1789
forward, which was NONE.
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State of New York NOW Included. ? On July 24, 1789, the alleged Senate, as though
having lawful Clause 18 TEST authority to do so, recorded the proposal for a bill referred to as “An act for
the establishment and support of light-houses, beacons, and buoys,” which items, except they be for use by
the proposed United States navy, would exceed lawful authority at Clause 11, Section 8, Article 1, which
gave the alleged Congress only Power for laws involving crimes on the high seas (for any law passed that
could not be punished for by authority of law - going to lawful, findable power would be malum
prohibitum), thus denying lawful authority for the Coastal Trade laws which came later.
On July 25, 1789, one Rufus King, alleged as a Senator for the State of New York, “appeared and took his
seat.” Afterwards, at some time after taking his seat and presumably not before, he was sworn to oath by
the same line of lawful Langdon authority that the Vice President was first sworn by and under; –– NONE.
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State of New York NOW Included. ? On July 27, 1789, just 4 days away from August
1, and 176 days after March 4, 1789, one Phillip Schuyler, alleged as a Senator for the State of New York,
“appeared and took his seat.” Afterwards, at some time after taking his seat and presumably not before, he
was sworn to oath by the same line of lawful Langdon authority that alleged Senator Rufus King was first
sworn by and under; –– NONE.
There never having been a Senator who first received his Full and Lawful authority of office the straight,
lawful way, by being self-sworn (which was the way it was laid out to be art Article VI, Clause 3) by saying
aloud in front of witnesses, these words (easy to do), I [name of official] am bound by Oath (or
Affirmation) to support the Constitution for the United States” after which, the taking of a seat would have
been lawful as to that specific requirement by the proposed Constitution itself.
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The House

BUT State of New York NOT Included.
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New York NOT Included.
Mr. Founder James Madison NOT Included.
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New York NOT Included.
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On April 6, 1789, the first thing on the agenda is to create an “oath” for
both Houses that is to TEST the presence of “religion” in one’s life in
order to hold office. To say that this is a violation of Article VI, Clause
3’s “no religious Test shall ever be required” is putting it mildly. This
part is not a part of an “anti God” campaign, but rather as an expose for
the Truth about the proposed Constitution and The Nation That Never
Was reality, because those first trusted proved they could NEVER be
trusted after all, NOT being followers of the proposed Constitution, but
were followers of the Continental Congress, and its policies, only.
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Here you will NOTE that of the States that are included, New York State’s own
“Representatives” are not yet among them, although we do see the Mayor of New York City
making an appearance. SEE how a little “political” Fraud can help out an area? NO Mayor
from Virginia, or Pennsylvania, or Massachusetts, or Maryland, or Georgia, or South Carolina,
or Delaware, or Connecticut, or New Jersey, or New Hampshire, gets to have his “certain
resolutions” to be considered by “the Congress.” A little Constitution Fraud of inviting, and
making a nice place to meet, “Temporary National Headquarters Creation Fraud” goes along
way, to the advantage of those “certain,” and to the eventual disadvantage of everyone else.
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On April 7, 1789, the day they were supposedly deemed as a “lawful quorum” for the first time, - Who did they
call to do it to “swear them in” to support (or obey) the proposed Constitution? NOT a “federal” official of any
kind. And NOT a Chief Judge from Virginia, or Pennsylvania, or Massachusetts, or Maryland, or Georgia, or
South Carolina, or Delaware, or Connecticut, or New Jersey, or New Hampshire.
We find the alleged House members calling for Chief Justice Robert R. Livingston of the State of New York ––
of the same State that was refusing to cooperate with the alleged Congress as to its lawful existence in New
York at all to begin with – to “swear them all in.” Why the State of New York? (Why not “New York City
Mayor” who already liked them?) NOT because it was the closest State to them, for the State of New York had
not been cooperating with them at all before this time, but because they needed to persuade New York’s people
that what they were doing was entirely lawful, and therefore “legal” (or lawful at the local level).
On April 8, 1789, we see that the Chief Justice of the State of New York has been Unwittingly Duped to
participate in the Scam, the Constitution Fraud, to do what cannot be lawfully, Constitution[ally] done; cross
State powers with United States powers – directly – without an Amendment. And as part of the ILLEGAL
baggage, the Chief Justice brought along with him John Lawrance, the UnLawfully established, alleged,
congressman representing – specifically only – the New York City but (not as a political subdivision), and on
April 9, 1789, another UnLawfully established New York “representative,” Egbert Benson, of the Continental
Congress, also appears, but is NOT immediately sworn in, same UnLawful practice as before.
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On April 17, 1789, after allegedly the April 8, 1789 swearing in to the proposed Constitution by the Chief
Justice of the State of New York, Robert R. Livingston, which was to, supposedly, make members of the
House more Lawful and more Responsible and Conscionable to the proposed Constitution, we see the same
practice of coming in, taking seat, and taking the required oath? Well, the proposed Constitution was not really
all that important to those persons in the alleged “House,” for they had better things to do with their time, such
as learning how to cheat a proposed nation of people of their Right to “Law,” NOT “policy,” so, swearing the
oath to support and uphold it, and therefore to even know it; well, that could come at some later time that they
*might choose thereafter. *For what would it mean, officially, if a member were to spend time voting on great
and important laws and resolutions, not having First been sworn by oath to the proposed Constitution, and
suddenly, before doing so, died, and so never was able to take the required oath? What would be the legal effect
of all of those votes rendered? They would be VOID as a matter of [Constitution] Law, for ITS requirement was
not unclear, except that the wretched policies of wicked, lawless men, made it so otherwise.
And Mr. White, April 18, 1789. What is he up to? Proclaiming or “reporting,” that “It appears that the
credentials of the following members are sufficient to entitle them to take their seats in this House.”
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On April 18, 1789, we find that three (3) names of New York congressmen have been made to appear as having all the
necessary credentials “to take their seat” in the House, although, as with other States, having taken their required oath isn’t
one of their required credentials, for that was just not included, or even considered, as actually necessary. The 3 names are
Peter Silvester, John Hathorn, and Jeremiah Van Rensselaer,, none of which had actually shown to have taken their seats by
that date, while being listed with those who had (appearance of legitimacy - FRAUD). Or “Reaching for straws?” We find
that Van Rensselaer will not “appear” for a some time yet. And we also take notice of the fact that the mechanics and
manufacturers of New York are getting a “sooner’s” position over the rest of the people of the other hapless States, not
“lucky” enough to have the Continental Congress choose THEIR State as the # 1 State for becoming the Temporary
National Headquarters, using that Power IN the proposed Constitution that let then do that. The Sickness of Political to
Constitution Fraud. The other States. Defeated before they ever got into the race.
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Here, on May 9, 1789, we find the last of the alleged New York congressmen who were portrayed, or
proclaimed, as being pre-qualified members of the alleged House on April 18, 1789. Those New York
rainstorms must be famous, or infamous, for keeping New York “elected” officials away from their destiny. But
at least the alleged House has had better luck that the alleged Senate, with its 2 only Senators, that couldn’t seem
to come in out of the rain, - from only miles away. Notice, that as usual, the concern for Van Rensselaer’s
taking of his Constitution required oath hasn’t taken a turn for the greater. Must be that there was something
very defective about having a State’s highest judge, even of the # 1 State of New York, doing the swearing in of
these honest, lawful-abiding “folks,” just helping out – to form – The Nation That Never Was.
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CONTINUING – THE ALLEGED HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES:
The Appearance or Involvement of the State of New York’s alleged members
of the U.S. House of Representatives, after that April 8, 1789 time:
1st?) John Laurance (Lawrance), 2nd District ªNew York CITY Representative
Appeared April 8, 1789 – as a Representative of New York City (And Not
Provided for By New York State Legislature – see below)
2nd?)Egbert Benson, 3rd District
represented New York in both the Continental
Congress and the United States House of Representatives.
Appeared April 9, 1789
3rd?)William Floyd, 1st District
Congress
Appeared April 13, 1789

Representing New York at the Continental

4th?) Peter Silvester, 5th District elected to a first and second Provincial
Congress 1775 & 1776 (adopted Articles of the Continental Congress)
Appeared April 22, 1789
5th?) John Hathorn, 4th District
December 1788

elected to the Continental Congress in

Appeared April 23, 1789
6th?) Jeremiah Van Rensselaer, 6th District
As a statesman, Schuyler was a
delegate to the Continental Congress
Appeared May 9, 1789

BUT Saturday, April 18, 1789, the House Journal shows an appearance of the
above named 6 New York “members” of the House, NOT by way of their having,
all 6, made an appearance before that time, for the records show that only 3 of
them actually “appeared ((by that date)) and took their seats;” it was simply
proclaimed as to the other 3 of them, inclusive of Peter Silvester, who did NOT
“appear and take his seat” (took seat, NOT oath) until April 22, 1789, and John
Hathorn, who did NOT “appear and take his seat” (took seat, NOT oath) until
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April 23, 1789, and Jeremiah Van Rensselaer, who did NOT “appear and take his
seat” (took seat, NOT oath) until May 9, 1789, yet all 3 of which were proclaimed
officially by Mr. White, of Virginia that would have been Alexander White, a
Defrauding Party (Engaged In evident FRAUD) against the lawful and legal
existence of the proposed United States-nation, and the proposed United States
central government, being a further actor in the Cause of Defect and Fault, making
the proposed United States-nation – The Nation That Never Was.
Clearly, on April 18, 1789, entered into the House Journal official record, were the
names of 3 “members” who had not even shown up, and to whose own lawful
record of election is now dubious, going more to the Fraudulent Agenda which
existed at that time, in New York, the Agenda to:

º ºDeceive General / President Washington from finding out what has been
going on here; that New York itself has been resistant or refusing to
participate with us, since that first day, not being denied by the storm of the
weekend before, because the State does not believe in what we are doing, so
that he, George Washington, won’t be caused to believe that he might not
really be the President of a lawfully established country after all.º º

And deceive him they did, for a time.
It is to be understood by all that this practice of “members” of the House,
or either house, suddenly showing up and taking their seats was not confined
to New York alone, but kept occurring routinely with different States who
had the misfortunate to not have all of their representatives, or senators as
the case may be, to show up on that first infamous day of proposed
Constitution[al] Fraud and Power Fraud, and Official Corruption, March 4,
1789.
The reason for these Frauds being existent at all can be seen as we examine and
understand that at Article I, Section 2, Clause 3, which reads:
“The Number of Representatives shall not exceed one for every thirty
Thousand, but each State shall have at Least one Representative; and until such
enumeration shall be made, the State of New Hampshire shall be entitled to
chuse three, Massachusetts eight, Rhode-Island and Providence Plantations one,
Connecticut five, New York six, New Jersey four, Pennsylvania eight,
Delaware one, Maryland six, Virginia ten, North Carolina five, South Carolina
five, and Georgia three.”
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From this we have “the State of New Hampshire shall be entitled to chuse three”
but it is when we reconstruct that same language for each of the States that we
recognize that it was to be the State government itself that was to bring about the
“chusing” of the representatives, as we read it to have been construed to be:
Reconstructed as applicable:

the State of [Massachusetts] shall be entitled to chuse [eight],
the State of [Rhode Island] shall be entitled to chuse [one],
the State of [Connecticut] shall be entitled to chuse [five],
the State of [New York] shall be entitled to chuse [six],
the State of [New Jersey] shall be entitled to chuse [four],
the State of [Pennsylvania] shall be entitled to chuse [eight],
the State of [Delaware] shall be entitled to chuse [one],
the State of [Maryland] shall be entitled to chuse [six],
the State of [Virginia] shall be entitled to chuse [ten],
the State of [North Carolina] shall be entitled to chuse [five],
the State of [South Carolina] shall be entitled to chuse [five],
the State of [Georgia] shall be entitled to chuse [three],
In other words, this part of the Constitution provided the State the Right and Duty
to bring about, on a logical uniform basis, the establishment of all of the
representatives, and senators, who were to represent it in the proposed Congress,
and this kind of reality would have eliminated the possibility of:
“Representatives,” even if there were found to be at least 30,000 citizens
living in the particular locale in question, from being organized by the
unwitting, good folks of the:
County of Hog Wallow, Township of Wallowville,
Deceived/Misguided State – USA.
And “sent in” or made to “appear and take [their] seat,” randomly, as they
randomly did as a matter of record and fact.
Yet, there never was a State among the thirteen of them who actually, as a State,
during that first alleged Congress’ session, organized and established any
law providing for the particular election, based upon the requirements and
guidelines contained in the proposed Constitution, of any representative or senator,
at all, of all of those who “showed up” or “appeared” under the authority of the
Continental Congress, and not under the authority of the proposed Constitution of
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September 17, 1787, making all of their unofficial “appearances” (no required
oath, or even a reasonable attempt for taking oath, was taken before taking seats ––
the Continental Congress didn’t tell them that they had to) –– as official, or else as
UnLawful non “appearances” of the States themselves, no matter how much in
earnest the intents and purposes might have been of those who voted for them –
from their illegally wallowed conditions of being, to the utter ruin and prevention
of a lawfully existent Constitution for a lawfully existent United States-nation, or
for either of them.

The further unlawfulness of that “first Congress,” as to any
“resolution” that it claimed to have made, is realized when we discover that in
Article I, Section 7, Clause 3, that it states,
“Every Order, Resolution, or Vote to which the Concurrence of the Senate
and House of Representatives may be necessary (except on a question of
Adjournment) shall be presented to the President of the United States; and
before the Same shall take Effect, shall be approved by him, or being
disapproved by him, shall be repassed by two thirds of the Senate and House
of Representatives, according to the Rules and Limitations prescribed in [or
for] the Case of a Bill.”
Thus, regarding any “resolution” that the House might make, or the Senate might
make, which required the Concurrence of the other house, such joint “resolution”
was to first be “presented to the President of the United States,” which no such
person actually existed as having actually taken that office as of the date of April
6, 1789 (no more than it did on March 4, 1789 for purposes of allegedly
“accepting” the proposed Constitution itself as has been claimed for that date) in
order to present any such resolution to, and “faith” that he, President, might one
day show up and be “sworn in” using the same process for doing so that they
themselves used, April 8, 1789. (see below)
On April 6, 1789, the House, with New York representatives Still NOT being
present, ORDERED that a bill to regulate the taking of the oath or affirmation be
brought to it, which had a particular wording as follows:
“ I, A B a Representative of the United States in the Congress thereof, do
solemnly swear (or affirm, as the case may be) in the presence of Almighty
GOD, that I will support the Constitution of the United States. So help me
GOD.”
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While no First Amendment to bring this kind of wording in an Oath to support the
Constitution yet existed, the wording of Article VI, Clause 3 was more than
sufficient in its own prohibition for such language as this, if any of the actors, not
congressmen, had taken the time to actually read it – and regard it as a matter of
law, and not suggestion.
This oath or affirmation constituted a direct and immediate affront to Article VI,
Clause 3, in that it not only is being “Ordered” by those who have not taken such
an oath as the proposed Constitution simply prescribes and calls for, but it created
an undeniable or indisputable “Religious TEST” within that same “oath,” and
Constituted an Instant Power Fraud against people of the several States who had
entrusted their lives and fortunes into the hands of those who were the Reckless
Product of a Continental Congress, still to reckless in its own conduct to recognize
that the new proposed government could only be organized under the Pure
Constraints contained IN the proposed Constitution and not outside of it, but also
of the First Reckless Product of the Opinionated Convention in its Second Session,
rendering its Opinion, not administering any law, as though the same were
sufficient in honor or truth to use to replace the proposed Constitution for the
United States with.
On April 7, 1789, the House ORDERED that the Chief Justice of the State of New
York be requested to attend its session, and therein to administer the oath or
affirmation
On April 8, 1789, and not before this time, inclusive of the date of the alleged
“first full quorum” of both Houses, the Chief Justice of the State of New York,
Robert R. Livingston, appeared before the “House of Representatives” and
administered the oath to:
Fisher Ames, Elias Boudinot, Theodorick Bland, Lambert Cadwallader,
George Clymer, Daniel Carroll, Thomas Fitzsimons, Nicholas Gilman,
Benjamin Goodhue, Elbridge Gerry, George Gale, Samuel Griffin, Benjamin
Huntington, Thomas Hartley, Daniel Heister, George Leonard, Richard
Bland Lee, John Lawrance, Peter Muhlenberg, James Madison, junior,
Andrew Moore, George Partridge, John Page, Josiah Parker, Jonathan
Sturges, Roger Sherman, James Schureman, William Smith, Thomas Scott,
George Thatcher, Thomas Tudor Tucker, Henry Wynkoop, and Alexander
White.
Actual Due Process, as a part of the Science of Law, or Jurisprudence –– has a
particular set of rules and constraints that govern its outcome, and as with a
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scientific experiment, subscribes to a strict method of steps by which a Truthful
and Lawful Conclusion or Result is reached –– and May Not Be “Made Up.”
On June 3, 1789, according to the – proposed - official Senate record, it was
“Ordered. That Mr. Langdon administer the oath to the Vice President, which was
done accordingly.”
It having been “Ordered” by a number of persons who called themselves
“Senators,” the entire body of which, not 1 (one), according to any Senate record
up to that date, had uttered 1 (one) Word verifying that they were sworn to and
acting under the proposed Constitution itself, and NOT under the Continued
Loose Acts of the Continental Congress, the defective organization for a foreign
government (that was allegedly being abandoned) who recklessly and outside the
Law of the proposed Constitution itself, directed – by misdirection – the
“organization” process of the proposed United States-nation, causing it to become
by such UnLawful Organization Process, a Counterfeit Nation, or a De Facto
Nation, becoming, evermore daily, an Imposter Nation, and ever long thereafter –
The Nation That Never Was.
On that same date, following the UnSworn Mr. Langdon, he, Langdon, not first
swearing to Support (or Obey, or even Regard Respectfully its contents) the
proposed Constitution and therefore not being at all accountable or liable if he,
Langdon, should do any thing against it (and therefore Not Eligible or Ineligible to
perform such an Absolute Moral Duty), and having just allegedly “sworn in the
Vice President of the proposed United States, the alleged as lawfully officiating,
but NOT Lawfully officiating, proceeded to “swear in” the following alleged
senators for the proposed Congress for the proposed United States central
government:
“Mr. Langdon, Mr. Wisgate, Mr. Strong, Mr. Dalton, Mr. Johnson, Mr.
Ellsworth, Mr. Paterson, Mr. Maclay, Mr. Morris, Mr. Read, Mr. Bassett,
Mr. Carroll, Mr. Henry, Mr. Lee, Mr. Grayson, Mr. Izard, Mr. Few, and Mr.
Gunn.”
According to the official record of the House Journal of that date, however, it
stated that the Chief Justice of the State of New York “administered the oath
required by the Constitution,” and this is a direct quote from that day’s official
record.
Raising several questions simultaneously, first being: If the oath administered to
each of those present was that which was and is required by the proposed
Constitution, how was it lawful to change, without, first, an Amendment to the
proposed Constitution, the simple, readable, quotable words of that same oath, to
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anything at all but that which was recognized that very day as being “required by
the Constitution?”
And second, since the oath was apparently simple enough to be administered by a
mere reading of the particular words of Article VI, Clause 3, why could not those
same members of the House - or either house - not simply have read them aloud
for themselves – before all other members as official house witness before
proceeding? (They weren’t TOLD beforehand to do it that way?)
And third, since no one by that date had first taken an oath of any kind to uphold
(or obey) the proposed Constitution, how was it determined as to which State’s
presiding judge, if any, would be the proper State’s authority, over the other 10, to
call upon for that official function? Why New York? Except it have been for
some “Politically” Fraudulent Purpose, which was its Purpose.
And fourth, what provision was made at that time, if any provision at all might
have been lawful - in the least (but which it lawfully would not have been) - to
arrange for the continued taking of oaths for those other “members” who were yet
to continually “trickle in” to take their seats, so that they might also be regarded,
without doubt, at all times, as official members of the House, or either house, on
an equal Article VI, Clause 3 basis? So that their official acts of voting could
NOT have been discounted after the fact in the event that they should die before
having taken such Constitution required oaths proposed at Article VI, Clause 3
therein?
And fifth, since it is now clear that NONE of the “members” of the House, or
either house, had taken any oath at all prior to that time, the record showing that
none of them did, how did the “House” members hold and declare themselves a
“full quorum” on April 1, 1789? Much less both alleged houses proclaiming
themselves “full quorums” on April 6, 1789, particularly anything more than for
within each house itself (not until the president was actually sworn aboard) but
where not one alleged member of either of them had so much as uttered one breath
of one syllable toward any (1) Respect; (2) Honor; (3) Recognition; (4)
Obedience; (5) Pledge To, its Supremacy – above All Others – as a matter of
Sworn Oath or Affirmation thereto;
And sixth, since being sworn to the Constitution as a requirement for oath of office
was not so important, why could they not just go ahead and start submitting bills to
George Washington long before April 30, 1789 for his ratifying vote or else veto?
Evident Answer. It’s because they KNEW they could not do that for him, assume lawful office without him first taking of oath; yet they did it for themselves
regardless of the same parallel or comparison of UnLawfulness for doing so.
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There were many UnLawful Acts and acts or Contempt of Constitution violations
committed by those who followed those who lead the Second Session of
September 17, 1787, too many to count here. A few of such corruptions or
corrupted acts have been provided above in order to clarify that more was wrong
with what they did other than the UnLawful or Sham Organizing that took place
from March 4, 1789 forward. The damage: “a nation of men,” and not of law(s).
THEN the Product of All that they Did as to what they made this alleged nation to
become, and what it Thusly and Thereafter Became, was to continue it, not to
transform it, as that which it had been before – “a nation of men” NOT under a
Lawfully Established Constitution, but only under a Proposed One, while, as a
Pretext or Pretense of Legitimacy, carved its future, where it might ever be
claimed to be “a nation of law(s),” to be a Pretentious Nation, or a De facto
Nation, a Sham Nation (as with a Sham Corporation - to have its Veil Penetrated
and Set Aside for its UnLawful Organization), or, as proclaiming its existence
as though “one of the other de jure nations of the World,” an Imposter
Nation, being, and having thusly Earned this Title which is to follow it, in this
phase of its existence, therefore:

THE NATION THAT NEVER WAS.
This EXHIBIT Is SEALED, And INCORPORATED, Against
That Which Is Found To Be Untrue AS To The Lawful Right of
the Proposed Constitution For The United States To Be
Regarded as De Jure At This Time,
AND is SEALED Under The Power of the Inherent Constitution
of the Earth, Whose Presence of Existence, Commenced and
Regarded Since the Dawn of Recorded Time, Was Certified
Within the Proposed Constitution Itself, At Its Article I, Section
8, Clause 10 Therein;
WHICH ALL [DE JURE] NATIONS ARE TO REGARD AND
NOT DISREGARD IN THEIR DEALINGS WITH THE
IMPOSTER UNITED STATES-NATION, EXCEPT IT SHALL
CHANGE AND REPENT ACCORDINGLY, FROM NO
LONGER BEING –
THE NATION THAT NEVER WAS.
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